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Abstract. In the universal class of associative rings every class

M of rings determines a unique upper radical class. It is shown that

the same result is valid in the universal class of alternative rings

but is not necessarily true in the universal class of narings. The

latter class does however determine a type of upper radical.

1. Introduction. In [4, p. 1165] Yu-Lee Lee has shown that in

the universal class of associative rings every class M of rings deter-

mines an upper radical class. The purpose of this paper is to point out

the validity of the same result in the universal class of alternative

rings and to show that in the universal class of narings (not neces-

sarily associative rings) a class M need not determine a unique upper

radical class. This leads to the concept of an upper-type radical class

determined by a class of narings. The example which is presented

also shows that in the universal class of narings the intersection of

semisimple classes need not be a semisimple class.

The following lemmas will be used.

Lemma 1   [2, p. 19]. If the class M of narings satisfies condition

,„ .   Each nonzero ideal of an M-naring maps homomorphically

onto some nonzero M-naring,

then

(1) The class U(M)= {a\A has no nonzero homomorphic images

in M\ is a radical class.

(2) Every M-naring is U(M)-semisimple.

(3) If P is a radical class of narings such that M is contained in the

class of P-semisimple narings, then PÇI U{M).

Because of the maximality of U(M) among the radical classes for

which each member of M is semisimple, U(M) is called the upper

radical class determined by M.

Lemma 2 [l, p. 600]. If P is a radical class in the universal class of

alternative rings, then for any alternative ring R and any ideal I of R,

the P radical of I is an ideal of R.
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Lemma 3. With U(M) as defined in (1), U(M) contains the simple

naring R if and only if M does not contain R.

Proof. It is clear that R(E.U(M) implies R^M. Conversely,

suppose the simple naring R is not in M. Since the only nonzero

homomorphic image of R is an isomorphism, i?£ U{M). |

2. Upper radical classes in alternative rings and narings.

Theorem 1. In the universal class of alternative rings every class M

determines an upper radical class.

Proof. The proof is essentially that of [4, Theorem 3] and will not

be repeated here. We point out only that Lemma 2 is applied instead

of the corresponding result for associative rings.

To see that Theorem 1 does not hold in the universal class of

narings we consider the following example. Let R be the naring

generated over GF(2) by the symbols [u, v, w) satisfying the rela-

tions m2 = 0, uv = vu = u, uw = wii=vw = wv = vi=v and w2 = w [3, p.

1116]. It is clear that 1= {0, u, v, u-\-v} is the only proper ideal of R

and that /= JO, u\ is the only proper ideal of /. Also we observe

that R/I=I/J^GF(2) and that /is a simple zero ring.

Let M={r). We complete M to classes Mit i — i, 2, 3, each

satisfying (SI) by including in M, nonzero homomorphic images of

each ideal of narings in M¡. There is no loss of generality in including

R in each such class since R will be semisimple relative to the resulting

upper radical class. The possible classes are M\= \R, I, J\, M2

= {R, R/I^I/J} and M3 = ¡R, I, R/I^I/J, j).
Let P be any radical class such that R is in SP, the class of P-

semisimple narings. Then either MiÇ^SP or M^^SP so either

P^U{Mi) or P^U(M2). Hence, the only possibilities for an upper

radical class determined by M are U(M{) or U(M¿). However, since

the simple naring JEMU then JÇ£U(Mi) but JQM2 so JEU(M2)
by Lemma 3. Therefore U{M2)% U(Mi). Similarly the simple naring

I/J£M2 so I/J^U(M2) but I/JQMi so I/JG U{MX). Therefore
U{Mi)% U(M2). Hence, there is no upper radical class determined by

M={R}.
It is known that in the universal class of associative rings and in

the universal class of alternative rings the intersection of semisimple

classes is a semisimple class. The radical classes U(Mi) and U(M2)

enable us to show that in the universal class of narings this need not

be the case.

Let M* and M% denote the semisimple classes of the radical classes

U{Mi) and U(M2) respectively. Suppose M*r\M% is a semisimple
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class. Since RÇzMx t~\M2 and / is an ideal of R, either / or its only

other nonzero homomorphic image /// must be in M\(~\M2. How-

ever, as observed above, I/JG.U(Mi) so I/J^M*C\Mt- Thus

I(z.Mir\M2, so its only proper ideal /, which is simple, must be in

M*C\Mt. Again as observed above /£ U(M2) so J$M?r\M%. This

contradiction shows that Ml%(~\M2 is not a semisimple class.

3. Upper-type radical classes of narings. The failure of a class M

of narings to determine a unique upper radical class leads to the

concept of an upper-type radical class determined by M. To this end

the following construction is helpful. Let M be a nonempty class of

narings and define Di(M) = {1:1 is a homomorphic image of an ideal

of some RElM}. Assuming Dn{M) has been defined, let Dn+i(M)

= {1:1 is a homomorphic image of an ideal of some R(EDn(M)}. By

the principle of mathematical induction Dn(M) is defined for all na-

tural numbers n. Let M' = UiT-i D„(M).

Theorem 2. With M' as defined above, M' satisfies property (SI)

and thus determines an upper radical class U(M').

Proof. If R£;M', then R(EDn(M) for some natural number n.

Hence, for any ideal I of R every homomorphic image of I is in

Dn+i(M) and thus also in M'. That M' determines an upper radical

class U(M') follows from Lemma 1.|

At each step of the above construction of M' all homomorphic

images of ideals of narings in the previously defined class were in-

cluded. To satisfy property (SI) all that is required is at least one

such nonzero homomorphic image. In this sense M' is the largest

class to be constructed from M which satisfies (SI) unless some

arbitrary narings, unrelated to M in terms of property (SI), are in-

cluded. This largeness is transformed into smallness when the upper

radical class is formed. We, therefore, make the following definition.

Definition 1. Let AT be a class of narings. The radical class

U(M') constructed above is called the minimal upper-type radical

class determined by M.

Definition 2. Let M' be the class of narings constructed above

from the class M, let P be a radical class and let SP be the class of

P-semisimple narings. If U(M')QP and MQSP we call P an upper-

type radical class determined by M.

From Definition 1 and Definition 2 it is clear that the minimal

upper-type radical class determined by M is an upper-type radical

class determined by M and is minimal among such radical classes.

With R, I and / the narings considered in §3 and with M = {R},
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M1={R,I,j},Mi={R, R/J^I/J} and M, = {R, I,R/I9ÉI/J, j},
the following observations are made. U(M¡) is the minimal upper-

type radical class determined by M, and both U(M\) and U{M2) are

upper-type radical classes determined by M.

Let If be a class of narings. An upper-type radical class deter-

mined by M can be constructed as follows. This construction differs

from that of M' to allow the use of the axiom of choice.

For each nonzero ideal / of a naring R we choose a nonempty set Si

of nonzero homomorphic images of / and define Hi(R)— \J\JESi

for some ideal I oí R}. Assuming H„(R) has been defined, for each

naring I of Hn(R) and for each nonzero ideal J of I, we choose a

nonempty set Sj of nonzero homomorphic images of J and define

Hn+i(R) = {K\K~ESj for some / an ideal of some IEHn(R)}. Finally

\etH(R)=\J:,1Hn(R).

Now let M be a class of narings and let M" = {l\ IEH(R) for some

REM}.

Theorem 3. With M" as defined above M" satisfies condition (SI)

and hence determines an upper radical class U(M"). Moreover, U(M")

is an upper-type radical class determined by M.

Proof. Let RElM" and let 7 be a nonzero ideal of R. Then

R G H (A ) for some A G M so that R G Hn {A ) for some A G M and some

natural number n. Hence, from the construction of H{A), some non-

zero homomorphic image of / is in Hn+i(A) and so also in H(A).

That is, some nonzero homomorphic image of / is in M" and so M"

satisfies condition (SI). It follows by Lemma 1 that M" determines

an upper radical class U(M").

It is clear from the constructions that M"QM' so that U(M')

Ç U{M"). It remains only to show that the class M is contained in

the class SU(M") of í7(AÍ")-semisimple narings. SU(M"), being a

semisimple class, satisfies [2, p. 17] condition:

If R is a naring such that every nonzero ideal of R maps

(S2)   homomorphically onto a nonzero naring in SU(M") then

RESU(M").

From the construction of M", if REM, then each nonzero ideal I of

R maps homomorphically onto some nonzero naring in M"QSU(M").

Hence, by (S2), RESU(M") as desired. B
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